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Cornhole, just sounds
wrong,
until you get hooked on this game
that's history is mostly unknown.
One story claims that the game
was played in Germany in the 14th
century. Makes sense when you
think of how popular the game is in
Cincinnati Ohio and Northern

custom cornhole boards

Kentucky where a predominant
German population settled in the

early 1800s.
Good news for enthusiast because D2 has taken the typical Cornhole board and
transformed it into a work of art. Made of materical that will stand up to the
harshest weather.
Cornhole, also known as bean bag toss is a lawn game in which players take turns throwing bags of corn
at a raised platform with a hole in the far end. A bag in the hole scores 3 points, while one on the
platform scores 1 point. Play continues until a team or player reaches the score of 21.

Call today for your custom Cornhole Boards

NOT your ordinary
Cornhole board... no
sir.

Happy
Forth
of
July
remember to thank a vet

In AMERICA no day is more significant than the Fourth of July, in which we celebrate the
signing of the Declaration of Independence in 1776. That Declaration proclaimed to the
world our separation from Great Britain and our emergence as a new sovereign nation, as

we state in the pledge to our flag, "under God, with liberty and justice for all."

Don the signman, jokingly that is what his friends call him. Because Don and
Nicole have made so many signs over the years that they are amazed themselves.
"Sometimes it is hard to describe our company to others, we do so many things. But
signs are a core product, be it commercial residential or for the Masonic lodges
nationwide." Said Nicole Drake.
Shocked by a customer who recently visited and ordered lazer graphics... as an
afterthought she asked, "do you make signs?"
The answer....yes thousands of them.

https://youtu.be/Di-wXBKxlgc <CLICK TO SEE VIDEO
OH YES WE MAKE SIGNS, CLICK TO SEE THEM ON LINK
_______________________________________________

FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED
D2 Fabrications Inc. is family owned
and operated since 2002. Owners
Don and Nicole Drake opened the
company after Don completed 9 years
of service to his country in the United
States Air Force. D2 prides itself as an
American company.
D2 Fabrications

Adverting with a vehicle wrap is the first line of direct contact with
potential customers. When Bargains and Treasures recently wrapped
their vehicle, they realized the former wrap was lame, no one could
read it, when completed with a
D2 custom wrap they are a moving BILLBOARD.
WE can print on Canvas, just send D2 Fabrications a LOGO or JPEG
and you have a work of art .

When you want your product to stand out ...try engraving
it. D2 can create or use your LOGO with our custom Laser
Engraving System

To provide our costumers with the best service and quality we will be sending a

survey to respond directly to your wants and needs. D2 will continue to earn your
business one project at a time. Please answer our survey coming soon.
Thank you for your time and consideration look forward to hearing from you soon.
Nicole Drake
D2 Fabrications, Inc

VISIT OUR WEBSITE

